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Abstract
Introduction: Triple immunohistochemical (IHC) stains including antibodies specific for alphamethylacyl-CoA-racemase and basal cell markers have been a valuable aid in accurate identification of prostate carcinoma. However, accurate quantification of minuscule areas of prostate carcinoma in biopsy specimens can often be a challenge. Here we assessed the diagnostic value and
quantitative use of automated digital image analysis on triple IHC stained prostate needle biopsies.
Methods: Twelve cases of prostate needle biopsy material including 75 needle cores were stained
with triple-antibody cocktail (P504S + 34βE12 + p63). Slides were digitally scanned with the
APERIO digital image analyzer and evaluated with the GENIE pattern and color recognition digital
image analysis that we developed. A slide with known areas of adenocarcinoma, high grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN), benign glands and stroma was used as a training set for the
automated digital image analysis platform. Results: Among 75 needle biopsy cores, 19 (25.33%)
contained adenocarcinoma by histology. Digital image analysis recognized adenocarcinoma in
95% of these needle biopsies. The average area of the needle biopsy was 7.63 mm2 and overall the
average area of tumor was 0.196 mm2. The smallest area of tumor recognized by the program was
0.0022 mm2 (0.0363% of the core) and the largest was 0.62 mm2 (8.17% of the core) among
needle core biopsies. False positives resulted from areas of high grade PIN with patchy basal cells.
The false negative was caused by uneven AMACR staining in one area of adenocarcinoma. Digital
recognition of areas of interest was improved by three successive image analysis training which
increased the sensitivity and specificity from 83% and 89% to 90% and 93%, respectively. Conclusions: Digital image analysis in concert with IHC triple staining may be useful for accurate detection and quantitative analysis of small foci of prostatic adenocarcinoma. Defining methods to
increase the sensitivity and specificity of quantitative automated digital image analysis will likely
evolve as an area of investigation. Future automated digital scanning and innovative pattern and
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color recognition technologies may open avenues for classifying a variety of prostate lesions.
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1. Introduction
Each year, more than a million of American men will undergo prostate biopsy after clinical and serological
prostate specific antigen (PSA) screening [1]. Based on the recent global cancer statistics estimates, the global
incidence of prostatic adenocarcinoma is expected to double by 2030 [2]. The emphasis on early prostatic adenocarcinoma detection has led to mass screening of men leading to small cancer foci detection on prostate
needle core biopsy specimens [1] [3]-[6]. Conventional manual bright-field microscopic examination of transrectal ultrasonography (TRUS)-guided prostate needle core biopsy is the gold standard for diagnosis of prostatic
adenocarcinoma [7] [8]. However, manual diagnoses depend heavily on the expertise and experience of the genitourinary pathologists, giving it poor intra- and inter-observer reliability. Further, manual microscopic examination is time consuming, particularly since each biopsy specimen typically contains 12 cores of prostatic tissue.
Accurate classification of prostatic tissue is critical because of the risks associated with incorrect diagnostic
results. The small foci of prostatic adenocarcinoma in needle biopsy specimens are both heterogeneous and multifocal, and correct identification of foci is one of the major clinical challenges in genitourinary pathology. On
H&E stained (Figure 1) sections, the primary criteria for identification of prostatic adenocarcinoma include
acinar proliferation, nuclear atypia and nucleolar prominence, absence of acinar basal cell lining together with
presence of characteristic extracellular material in malignant glands [3] [9] [10]. In up to 9.0% of all biopsies,

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Hematoxylin and Eosin staining of prostatic adenocarcinoma. (a) Gleason 3 +
3 prostatic adenocarcinoma. (b) Gleason 4 + 4 prostatic adenocarcinoma with adjacent
benign gland showing acinar basal cell lining (yellow arrow) and Corpora amylacea
(black arrow). Note acinar proliferation, nuclear atypia and nucleolar prominence, absence of acinar basal cell lining together with presence of characteristic extracellular
material surrounding malignant glands (grid arrows). Original magnifications: ×200 (a) (b).
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small acinar proliferation falls below manual diagnostic threshold on hematoxilin and eosin (H&E) staining [11]
and 59% of these cases of missed proliferation turn out to be malignant after using supplementary immunohistochemical staining [12] [13].
No single morphologic feature can account reliably by itself in the diagnostic process. So an obvious diagnosis of malignancy is difficult, especially in limited foci or in small atypical acinar lesions in needle core biopsy
specimens. With its varied morphological patterns, prostatic adenocarcinoma can be confused with several histological patterns like atrophy, hyperplasia and prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia and processes like seminal vesicle, inflammatory and reactive conditions in thin core needle biopsies [14]. False positive prostatic adenocarcinoma diagnosis albeit uncommon, may lead to unnecessary prostatectomies, adjuvant therapies and medico-legal consequences [15]. The greatest potential risk of prostate biopsyis that a prostatic adenocarcinoma may
be missed because of sampling reasons, or under recognized by pathologists. Underdiagnoses (false negativity)
may delay early diagnosis and treatment. Thus accuracy of pathology diagnosis may be improved by application
of reliable and objective tumor specific markers for prostate adenocarcinoma [16].
In the normal and pre-invasive human prostate glandular tissues, the luminal columnar secretory epithelium is
separated from the basement membrane and stroma by flattened basal cells. Basal cell layer is typically quite
inconspicuous and may be hard to detect on routine H&E stained sections (Figure 1). Immunohistochemical
staining (Figure 2) for basal cell specific high-molecular-weight cytokeratin (34βE12, cytokeratin 5/6), bcl-2 or
for p63 antibody shows the basal cell envelop to be complete even where no basal cells are recognized with routine H&E stains [17]-[21]. The identification of basal cells of prostate glands signifies benign glands [17] [19]
[21] [23] [24], which are consistently absent in invasive prostatic adenocarcinoma [22]. However, assessment of
the basal layer only has several pitfalls like uneven basal layer staining and false negative staining due to prolonged fixation [25]. And also, several benign mimickers of prostatic adenocarcinoma, including atrophy, atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH), nephrogenic adenoma, and mesonephric hyperplasia, can stain negatively
with basal cell layer markers, and thus, a negative basal cell marker immunostain alone does not exclude a diagnosis of benignancy [21].
Another important consideration in the diagnosis of prostatic cancer is the selection of highly sensitive and
specific biomarker. Of several prostatic adenocarcinoma specific biomarkers, AMACR is prominent. The sensitivity and specificity of AMACR in the detection of prostate cancer is 97% and 100% respectively [26]. Alpha-methylacyl-CoA racemase-P504S (AMACR) was discovered by Xu J. et al. [27] using cDNA library subtraction and later validated as a promising specific marker for prostatic adenocarcinoma by several groups [16]
[26] [28]-[35]. AMACR was described as a gene playing a critical role in peroxisomal β oxidation of branched
chain fatty acid molecules [36]. The predominately cytoplasmic localization expression of AMACR is consistently up-regulated in prostatic adenocarcinoma and precursor lesion (high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia-PIN), is absent in the vast majority of benign prostate tissue [27]. High grade PIN in prostate needle biopsy
specimen is clinically significant because the risk of carcinoma on biopsy range from 27% to 79% [37]-[44].
AMACR expression can also be identified in prostatic atrophy, atypical adenomatous hyperplasia and benign
prostatic glands, and accordingly, a diagnosis of prostatic adenocarcinoma should not be based solely on a

Figure 2. Differential cocktail immunostaining representing prostatic adenocarcinoma;
AMACR positive and keratin negative (green arrow) and benign prostate glands; Keratin positive and AMACR negative (yellow arrow). Original magnifications: ×40.
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positive AMACR immunostain, especially when the luminal staining is weak and/or noncircumferential [30]
[33]. In that way Alpha-methylacyl-coenzyme-A racemase (AMACR) is a sensitive marker of prostatic adenocarcinoma (except for atrophic, foamy gland, and pseudohyperplastic variants), and its detection by immunohistochemical staining in atypical prostatic lesions can be very useful in confirming a diagnosis of prostatic adenocarcinoma [45]. So a mutually exclusive staining of AMACR (positivity) and negative basal cell marker reactions are useful clinically to confirm the presence of residual prostatic adenocarcinoma after hormonal or radiation therapy [30] [46]-[48].
Manual evaluation of prostate histologic biopsy sections is time consuming and highly dependent on user’s
experience, resulting in inter and intra observer variability [49]. The improvement in digital technology and virtual storage capabilities has led to the discovery of whole slide digital scanners providing a method for image
analytical software to handle complex morphocolorimetric tasks on histological images. Automated microscopy
and computerized processing have made strides in digital pathology, which has increased accuracy for tissue
based detection and quantification thereby minimizing observer variability. Several groups have proposed quantitative automated digital image analysis for prostatic adenocarcinoma diagnosis and Gleason grading using digitized H&E microscopic images. These studies typically ranged group classification rate between 72% and
88% [50] [51]. The limitations to these studies include diverse and high complexity of histology traits used on
hematoxylin and eosin stained slides and subjective image analysis evaluation. The aim of our paper is to investigate the feasibility for a high throughput automation utilizing color and pattern recognition software to identify
and quantify areas of interest among diagnostic slides stained with triple stain (AMACR + 34βE12 + p63) with
increased reproducibility and predictive accuracy. Our study focused on total surface area of biopsy tissue, benign prostate tissue, areas of prostate intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) and invasive prostatic adenocarcinoma on
the whole slide.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Case Selection
Prostatic adenocarcinoma needle core biopsies for IHC analysis were obtained from 12 patients with abnormal
blood PSA (level ≥ 4.0 ng/ml) and/or an abnormal finding during a digital rectal examination at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital from 2009 to 2010. Specimens were obtained from the operating room immediately after ultrasound guided biopsy. The criterion standard for accurately diagnosing prostatic adenocarcinoma was reviewed by one of two experienced genitourinary pathologists (X.J.Y. and L.E.) using a combination of routine
hematoxylin-eosin stained slides. All diagnoses made on needle biopsy specimens were confirmed by pathologic
review on prostatectomy resection specimens. Benign prostate tissue, prostate intraepithelial neoplasia, mimickers of (Prostatic adenocarcinoma) along with Gleason grades higher than 4 + 4 were used as test controls during
the evaluation process [52]. All the case and control slides were de-identified of case information and the study
was approved by institutional research committee.

2.2. Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry was carried out using the ready to use EnVision™ DuoFLEX IC004kit (DAKO Corp.,
Carpinteria, CA) and Dakoautostainer. DuoFLEX cocktail contains monoclonal rabbit anti-human AMACR,
clone 13H4, monoclonal mouse anti-human cytokeratin, high molecular weight (48-67 kDa), clone 34ßE12 and
monoclonal mouse anti-human cytokeratin 5/6 (58 kDa), cloneD5/16 B4 (Link). The visualization is based on
peroxidase (HRP) using DAB+ as chromogen for 34βE12 + CK 5/6 and alkaline phosphatase (AP) using Permanent Red as chromogen for AMACR. The procedure is a simultaneous double staining where two antigens
are visualized using HRP/DAB+ and AP/Permanent Red, respectively. The reaction is visualized by EnVisionTM
DuoFLEX DAB+ Chromogen for mouse antibody and EnVisionTM DuoFLEX Permanent Red for rabbit antibody. The system is biotin-free, thus significantly reducing non-specific staining resulting from endogenous
avidin-biotin activity. Briefly deparaffinized slides were hydrated then placed in citrate buffer (pH 6.0) and
steamed for 14 minutes. Endogenous peroxidase activity was quenched by incubation with DAKO peroxidase
block for 5 min at room temperature. Slides were then washed and incubated with primary antibody (1:16,000
dilution of antiserum) overnight at 4˚C. Secondary anti-rabbit antibody-coated polymer peroxidase complex was
applied for 30 min at room temperature. Substrate/chromogen was applied and incubated for 5 - 10 min at room
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temperature. Slides were counterstained with hematoxylin.
To evaluate the usefulness of automated digital recognition and quantification of AMACR expression, twelve
18-gauge prostate needle biopsy sections composed of 75 needle cores with adenocarcinoma were stained with
triple-antibody cocktail (AMACR + 34βE12 + CK 5/6). The diagnosis of prostatic adenocarcinoma was established from examination of H&E stained sections by at least 2 surgical pathologists (X.Y. and L.J.E.) and was
confirmed by absence of basal cell staining and/or a positive result for AMACR. Positive AMACR staining was
defined as continuous dark cytoplasmic staining or apical granular staining patterns in cells, which could be easily observed at low-power magnification (X100). Benign epithelial glands and prostate cancer cells were scored
for AMACR staining intensity on four tiered system ranging from negative to strong expression [53].

2.3. Automated Digital Analysis
12 H&E and corresponding triple stained de-identified glass slides were digitally scanned with the Aperio®
ScanScope® XT slide scannerand digital image analyzer (Aperio Technologies, Inc., Vista, CA, USA) at 20X
objective with a resolution of 0.5 μm/pixel using a ×20/0.75 NA Plan Apo objective. The digital images were
captured in single planes without Z-stacking or multi-plane imaging. The images were viewed using SpectrumTM
and ImagescopeTM software (Aperio Technologies Inc., Vista, CA, USA)and evaluated with GENIE (Aperio
Technologies, Inc.Vista, CA) pattern and color recognition software. A prostatectomy slide stained with triple
antibody (34βE12 + CK 5/6 + AMACR) cocktail with known areas of adenocarcinoma, high grade prostate
intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN), benign glands and stroma was used for defining areas of interest and as a training
set for the automated digital image analysis development. Qualitative region selection, region boundaries and
digital image analysis performance thresholds was determined by pathologists. Software’s training set and pattern classification technique was created from typical areas on a control slide. Areas of classes (Figure 3) were
then defined with color codes (Table 1) and a montage was created to run the training image analysis (classifier).
In order to determine the accuracy of detection of respective components on the glass slide and region quantification, classifier was used to test the control set of slides (Figure 4). Performance characteristics of classifier are
evaluated in terms of sensitivity and specificity of class detection and ensuing area quantification per slide. The
optimization of the automated digital image analysis together with progressive iterations were verified by reference pathologist specialized in prostate pathology. Once the best achievable performance of the classifier was
reached using the training set, we analyzed the prostatic biopsy samples. Biopsy slides were evaluated for total
of three times with successive improvements of the Genie classifier. The sensitivity and specificity for the current study’s digital recognition software was set to 90% and 93%, respectively, due to practical considerations.
All statistical values were determined with Microsoft Excel. These values included percent values and mean
Table 1. Class A: Prostatic adenocarcinoma has been defined when AMACR
staining (intensity scale 1, 2 or 3) positive and 34βE12 + CK 5/6 is staining
negative in small circular prostate glands with small to no lumen. Class B:
High-grade PIN has been classified when AMACR staining (intensity scale 1,
2 or 3) positive along with 34βE12 + CK 5/6 expression. Class C: Benign
prostate glands are categorized when AMACR staining negative and (intensity scale 0) and with 34βE12 + CK 5/6 expression. Class D: Stroma of prostate
gland. Class E: Glass background. For every class, three unique areas of respective morphological patterns were sampled for the automated digital image analysis training.
Class

Color Code

Classifier Designee

A

Red

Prostatic adenocarcinoma

B

Yellow

PIN

C

Green

Benign Prostate

D

Blue

Stroma

E

Pink

Glass
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Triple cocktail immunostaining (34βE12 + CK 5/6 + AMACR) in prostate needle core biopsy: (a) AMACR
showed weak epithelial staining pattern in benign glands also. Linear basal staining with keratins (34βE12 and CK 5/6) is
evident. (b) Microscopic foci of prostatic adenocarcinoma with intensive AMACR staining without basal keratin staining.
Original magnifications: ×40.
(b)

(a)

(e)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. Prostate biopsy montage with the class definition sets. Class A: Prostatic
adenocarcinoma has been defined when AMACR staining (intensity scale 1, 2 or 3)
positive and 34βE12 + CK 5/6 is staining negative in small circular prostate glands with
small to no lumen. Class B: PIN has been classified when AMACR staining (intensity
scale 1, 2 or 3) positive along with 34βE12 + CK 5/6 expression. Class C: Benign prostate glands are categorized when AMACR staining negative and (intensity scale 0) and
with 34βE12 + CK 5/6 expression. Class D: Stroma of prostate gland. Class E: Glass
background. Areas of Classes were then defined with color codes and a montage is
created to run the training analysis (classifier). (a) PIN (yellow); (b) glass background
(pink); (c) stroma (blue); (d) carcinoma (red) and (e) benign glands (green). Original
magnifications: ×200.
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values. These values were used to evaluate the percent of correct identification on H&E glass slides by expert
pathologists (X.Y. and L.E.) compared with digital slides classified by automated digital image analysis.

3. Results
Manual diagnostic evaluation of the prostate needle core biopsies resulted in Gleason scores [54]-[56] ranging
from 5 to 9. Near uniform moderate-to-strong AMACR protein expression (score = 3 and 4, respectively) was
observed in prostatic adenocarcinoma samples from men with clinically localized prostatic adenocarcinoma
(Figure 5). Adjacent areas of benign prostate tissue did not express AMACR, verifying that AMACR a highly
specific prostatic adenocarcinoma marker. We compared the results of automated recognition to the AMACR,
34βE12 and CK 5/6 staining manually and determined little difference in accuracy between methods. Among 75
needle biopsy cores, 19 (25.33%) contained prostatic adenocarcinoma by histology and triple stain; digital image analysis recognized prostatic adenocarcinoma in 95% of all needle biopsies (Figure 6). The average area of
the needle biopsy was 7.63 mm2. Overall, the average area of tumor was 0.196 mm2. The smallest area of tumor
recognized by the program was 0.0022 mm2 (0.0363% of the core) and the largest was 0.62 mm2 (8.17% of the
core). We re-reviewed all cases with discordant assignment. We found false positives (Figure 7) resulted from
areas of high grade PIN with patchy basal cells. The false negative was caused by uneven AMACR staining in
one area of Prostatic adenocarcinoma (Figure 8). Higher Gleason score histology with fused glands and scattered individual cancer cells with complex structures were also positively identified by the automated digital
image analysis.
Digital recognition of areas of interest was improved by three successive digital image analysis trainings
which increased the sensitivity and specificity from 83% and 89% respectively. The application of the 4 - 6 characteristic histologic features to each class definition reduced the number of overlapping detections to a single
consistent detection during multiple recognition runs. This sequential testing method also reduced the number of
false positives. We have also observed a tradeoff between probability of true detection and false detections on
varying classifier threshold. Development of Genie classifier for triple immunostained slides took nearly 3 hours.
The training process took around 40 min and testing analysis’s detecting capabilities took approximately 10 min
per image running on a conventional desktop (2GB RAM, Dual Core CPU, 2 GHz of processing speed). The
image analysis and processing time depended on surface area of initial specimen.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Genie montage sampling and classifier overlay in a prostatectomy control specimen: (a) Triple Stain IHC:
AMACR showed weak staining pattern in benign prostatic glands and continuous basal staining with 34βE12 and CK 5/6.
Homogeneous circumferential AMACR expression without basal cell staining in prostatic adenocarcinoma. (b) Prostatic
glands with high intensity AMACR expression with absent basal cell marker expression are precisely recognized as prostatic carcinoma. Stroma (blue), benign glands (green), PIN (yellow), carcinoma (red), and glass background (Pink) classifications are represented in respective color codes. Original magnifications: ×40.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Example of false positive identification of prostatic adenocarcinoma. (a) Triple immunostain: AMACR showed
widespread weak to moderate epithelial staining pattern in benign. Pathologist diagnosed it as partial atrophy of prostate
glands on needle biopsy. Patchy circumferential basal staining with 34βE12 and CK 5/6 is evident. (b) Automated color and
pattern recognition classifier overlay: Moderately intense AMACR staining without basal cell marker expression is misrecognized as prostate carcinoma (orange arrows). Area of atrophic glands with basal cell expression is appropriately recognized as benign glands (white arrows). Original magnifications: ×100.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Immunohistochemical staining of AMACR, 34βE12 and CK 5/6 and automated color and pattern recognition
image analysis overlay in adenocarcinoma (narrow solid black arrow) of prostate needle biopsy: (a) Triple immunostain:
AMACR showed widespread weak to moderate epithelial staining pattern in benign atrophic glands and intensive expression in PIN and adenocarcinoma (black arrow). Patchy unremarkable basal staining with 34βE12 and CK 5/6 is evident in
high-grade PIN lesion (yellow arrow). Corpora amylacea (striped arrow). (b) Classifier overlay: Absence of AMACR
staining has always been recognized as a benign area; Corpora amylacea (striped arrow). High-grade PIN lesion recognition
and subsequent detection had failed in almost 50% of the areas (white arrow). Large low grade prostatic adenocarcinoma
lesion was recognized as benign entity owing to the morphological criteria (orange arrows) of the classifier. Original magnifications: ×100.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Classifier performance of atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (adenosis) in prostate needle biopsy. (a) Tripleimmunostain: Absence of AMACR staining in benign adenomatous glands. Note the circumferential basal staining of 34βE12
and CK 5/6. (b) Classifier overlay: Absence of AMACR staining has always been recognized as a benign area and patchy
AMACR staining was recognized as false positive for prostate adenocarcinoma (red). Original magnifications: ×100.

4. Discussion
We found that the automated recognition tool was capable of detecting tissue pathologies with a comparable
level of accuracy, demonstrating its feasibility as a cancer detection tool. The current study investigates the possibility of an automated recognition tool in identifying and quantifying various prostate pathologies differentiated by triple staining (AMACR, 34βE12 and CK 5/6). Our work is novel with regards to multiple aspects: to
our knowledge it is the first time that GENIE classifier is applied to triple staining immunohistochemistry for
prostate pathology. Furthermore, our automated imaging analysis method can be used for the quantification of
prostatic adenocarcinoma and PIN lesions in needle biopsy and radical prostate resections in a time frame of 10
minutes. We believe this as a fundamental limitation of processing power of the computer and can be vastly improved due to current technological advancementsin computer hardware.
Prostatic adenocarcinoma is a heterogeneous disease and we have accounted for this variability by incorporating samples with various Gleason scores. Irrespective of Gleason score, the automated digital image analysis
appropriately detected prostatic adenocarcinoma in all the biopsy specimens in which AMACR staining was
present. Although the antibodies used were validated internally, our study is subject to a number of limitations.
Perhaps, the most significant is the classifier errors principally depended upon initial staining characteristics of
Prostatic adenocarcinoma. Focal basal cell staining loss was misrepresented as prostate adenocarcinoma in benign and high grade PIN lesions. Partial atrophy region with large glands, absent basal cell staining and AMACR
positive areas were designated as prostatic adenocarcinoma. Immune staining physiognomies (Figure 9) were
identified as a leading cause of false positivity of prostate adenocarcinoma while running the automated detection image analysis.
Our method may be used to enhance the detection of prostatic adenocarcinoma or quantitative measurement
of tumor volume in pathology clinical practice, similar to the computer assisted diagnosis (CAD) currently used
in radiology practice. We also believe in its potential utility for other pathology assessments during pathology
central review process and in research for high through put image analysis for scientific data capture and evaluation. It is our future objective to study prognostic clinical outcomes based on computational quantification of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. Illustration of cases in which P504S (AMACR) exhibited variable staining intensities. (a) and (b): H&E of prostatic adenocarcinoma Gleason grade (3 + 3) and triple stain with high intensity AMACR staining and Gleason grade (5 + 5)
H&E and triple stain with low intensity AMACR staining. Original magnifications: ×100 (a), (b); ×40 (c), (d).

prostatic adenocarcinoma among prostate needle core biopsies in a large cohort of cases. This study is a proof of
principle and therefore performed on limited sample number from a single institution. These results must be
further validated across independent institutions and greater sample size.

5. Conclusion
Currently limitations of imaging analysis applied in pathology clinical practice include a lack of standardized
quantitative imaging tools; inability to reproduce standard automated digital image analysis across institutions,
lack of generic image analysis validation process and deficiency of integrative platforms [49]. Histological
evaluation of the prostate needle core biopsy material remains a main challenge in pathology practice. It has
been shown previously by our group and other investigators that triple immunostains including AMACR and
basal cell marker (34βE12 and CK 5/6) are helpful in establishing the diagnosis of prostatic adenocarcinoma
[16] [28] [29] [57] [58]. In this study, we used automatic imaging analysis of triple immunostained slides and
concluded that this is sensitive and reliable method for detecting prostatic adenocarcinoma. The current study
provides a basis for potential utility of automated systems for qualitative analyses of prostate needle core specimens in clinical and research settings. Our feasibility study demonstrates a novel approach that may aid pathologists in the implementation of automated image analysis in the field of prostatic adenocarcinoma diagnostics.
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